After reading Kevin Wilson’s novel *Nothing to See Here*, select and respond to one of the prompts below. Please label the number of the response question you chose, then post your well-crafted and considered response (including your name) on the class Padlet page.

Your response should be between 500-700 words and include at least 2 direct quotes from your reading. Please include paragraph breaks when appropriate.

**Prompt One:**
Although the children in *Nothing to See Here* quite literally burst into flames, many readers see their not-so-spontaneous combustion as a metaphor for something more universal. What do you think Kevin Wilson is trying to convey through these characters and their super-power/tragic curse?

**Prompt Two:**
One of the universal themes Wilson presents is how people who love each other must struggle to accept each other. To what extent should parents accept their children for who they are, and to what extent should they help them become their best selves?

**Prompt Three:**
Since childhood, author Kevin Wilson struggled with “disturbing images” that would “flash through his mind without warning.” As an adult, he was diagnosed with Tourette’s Syndrome, a neurological disorder that can lead to involuntary and distracting verbal and motor tics. In a recent interview with NPR, Wilson said “Writing is, I think, the thing that saved me — being able to transfer what was in my head onto the page.” How might this context about Wilson’s life shape our reading of this novel?